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Abstract
Between 1890 and 1920 Swedish immigrants to America established a well-organized and dynamically working ethnic community. With the increase in their number and the development of ethnic institutions, the question of ethnic identity emerged. It became especially pressing when immigrants' children started growing up and looking for their own, unique space - both within their ethnic group and American society.

Ethnic leaders attempted to respond to this situation with creating an ideology which would correspond with the complex cultural background of young generations. Ethnic press and literature were of crucial importance in this process. The literary leaders strove to present what it meant to be Swedish-American, but also - what it did not mean.

The latter was easiest to explain through the useful category of Others. Thus, the focus of this paper is the image of the Others as presented in the Swedish-American writings for youth. Drawing on the material published by the Lutheran publishing house Augustana Book Concern within the years 1890 - 1920, it examines the stereotypes, values and features attributed to Them, as contrasted to Us, “real” Swedish-Americans. Since Augustana leaders made Lutheranism the very core of their message, the Others will be analyzed within the context of religion.
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The Others. Those who do not think like Us, do not behave like Us, who represent other ethnic, religious, racial, national or class background, whose philosophy of life is different from ours. The Others who we compete with, cooperate with, compare ourselves to; whom we ignore, look up to, admire, hate, despise, envy. The Others who are not Us and therefore - create Us, our own, unique identity.

This exceptional role of the Others and their significant position in the life of Us is perhaps most clearly visible in the process of forming a
special type of identity - the ethnic identity. While defining the borders and the components of one’s ethnicity, one must also, or perhaps most of all, specify the values and patterns which stand outside these borders. Thus, to develop a clear and consistent identity model one has to experience other types of identities. Such an encounter produces an urgent need for a more precise definition of Us as opposed to Them, the Others.

This paper examines the image and the position of the Others in the periodicals for youth and children published in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century by the Swedish-American publishing house Augustana Book Concern. Since without any doubts Lutheranism was the most important component of the ethnic identity model promoted by the ABC and due to the limited size of this paper, the Others will be analyzed within the perspective of religion.

For over seventy years Augustana Book Concern worked under the auspices of the Lutheran Augustana Synod, the most powerful ethnic institution of so-called Svensk-Amerika - Swedish America. The ABC provided the Synod’s community with the suitable reading material, putting a special emphasis on publications for children and youth.

Like all the other young people from immigrant communities, adolescent Swedish Americans had a constant contact with many different alternative systems of values within the multiethnic and multicultural American society. As a result, time and again, they tested the boundaries of their own ethnic groups, questioning the worldview of their parents and grandparents. This situation made the process of transferring the value system of the ethnic group onto next generations a serious challenge which required carefully planned strategies. Properly chosen literature was seen as an effective tool of instilling in young people these elements which were considered vital for defining their ethnicity. This was often performed by presenting and denouncing these patterns of behaviour and attitudes which were unacceptable and undesirable to the ethnic leaders. The unwanted elements were usually embodied in the Others.

This strategy is particularly visible in the presentation of groups and individuals professing non-Lutheran denominations. Throughout the ABC stories, articles, books and poems religious Others were constantly criticized, condemned, pitied and juxtaposed with positive Lutheran characters. Exposed to the Augustana publications from the very childhood, boys and girls of the Synod were to internalize that being a true Swedish American was inseparable from being a Lutheran. Lutheranism was claimed to be the most important heritage of the Augustana youth, and the Synod itself - the main author of the Swedish immigrants’ success in America. Leaving the Augustana community was considered as leaving the ethnic community and
losing the Swedish-American identity - other, secular versions of Swedish Americanism were ignored or rejected.

In all the ABC stories those who decided to live outside the Lutheran church inevitably ended up as moral and material bankrupts. Such fate threatened particularly these young people who had yielded to the temptation of so called freethinking, identified with atheism. Karl, the main character of the story “Olika vägar” (“Different ways”), can serve as a model example. Upon his arrival in the USA he decides to exercise his newly gained freedom in all possible dimensions, including the religious one. Thus, instead of becoming a godly church-goer, he joins secular ethnic entertainment clubs. Before long this results in his dismissal from work and loss of his friends and health. In the end Karl realizes that only coming back to his church, that is to his real ethnic community, could save him from poverty and despair.9

Except for carelessness and stupidity, freethinkers in the ABC stories were often associated with cowardice, anxiety, lack of life experience and most of all - deep unhappiness. Usually they were depicted in some critical moment of their lives which invariably proved their philosophy worthless in the face of tragedy or danger. When a fierce storm breaks out in the sea, the dispute between a young and arrogant freethinker and a pious ship captain from the story “Gudsförnekaren” (“The God-denier”) is immediately settled. Facing a terrible death in a shipwreck, the old captain simply keeps praying - calm and fearless. The freethinker on the other hand is going through the moments of madness and horror.10 Thus, freethinking turns out to be the ideology of the lost or the fool, while religiosity is attributed to the worldly-wise and life-experienced.

Naturally, the latter applies exclusively to Lutheranism. Non-Lutheran beliefs and denominations were portrayed in a very critical manner. The prayer of an Episcopal priest in one of the stories was described as “irreproachable,” but in the same time - depressingly cold and official.11 A meeting of “the speaking in tongues” in turn was called hysterical and “abra-cadabra.”12 Moreover, one of the American churches (its exact name was not specified), although admittedly “more elegant” than the ethnic denomination, was said to fail to give its members a real Christian attitude in everyday life.13

The most heavily criticized religious Other was Roman Catholicism. “I am not a Catholic, I don’t want to be a Catholic” - declares one the characters. Although she lives a sinful life as an apostate, unfaithful wife and a careless mother, by this declaration she refuses to recognize herself as an entirely fallen woman.14

All the ABC publications alike accused Vatican of greed, idleness and sinful pride. According to one of the authors, Roman Basilica of St. Peter could be called “anything but holy” as a place meant exclusively to contribute to papal worldly splendour.15 “Papists” were blamed for forcing
peace-loving Swedish nation into deadly wars, as well as of terrorizing the Catholic believers and hindering their spiritual development. As one of the authors emphasized,

Only these who were born and raised in the Roman Catholic Church know this enormous fear with which the power of clergy can capture human souls.

The ABC publications were particularly critical of the Catholic monastic life, portraying monasteries as the nests of either conspiracy and intrigues or a useless life. Catholic nuns and clergy, especially the Jesuits, were described as greedy, hypocritical and ruthless, a “brood of vipers,” “servants of the Devil” or at best - fanatical and ignorant. Their spiritual vanity and darkness manifested even in their looks. One of the monks in the stories has “deep-set eyes” shining with a “grim light” and a pale, sallow face, another - “a corpse-like face with dark, burning eyes.” The positive Lutheran characters in turn have “big, honest, blue eyes” or sunshine in their eyes.

The only religious Others who received a similar level of the ABC authors’ disapproval as Catholics were Mormons, particularly the ones with Swedish origins. The Mormon missionary activities in Scandinavian countries resulted in establishing a Scandinavian community in the state of Utah, the American heart of Mormonism. The leaders of the Augustana Synod made serious efforts to win their Mormon countrymen back for the Lutheran church. Soon enough, though, Utah proved to be the least productive field of Augustana missions and the Synod’s leaders focused on preventing their young believers from joining “the prophets of lie.”

Each and every encounter with a Mormon character was to convince the readers about their ungodliness and duplicity. Mormons were depicted as lewd, deceitful people who abandoned their real families to enjoy an immoral, polygamous life in Utah and to lead the Swedish youth astray. In the story “Lurad” (“Deceived”) young and innocent Margaretta almost falls victim to their sinful trap. The girl is about to emigrate to the States to marry a Swedish American from Utah. Upon her arrival she discovers that her fiancé already has several wives and realizes that “the life awaiting her would be worse than death.” Fortunately, Margaretta is saved from the “Satan’s snare” by her old friend from Sweden and together they come back “to the country where God and his laws are respected.”

While talking about religious Others in Christian churches, the ABC authors did not overlook the opportunity to talk about non-Christian religions. Their attitude to them was somewhat ambiguous. A number of
texts presented non-Christians as treacherous and cruel. In “Bref från en mohammedansk gosse till kristna gossar” (“Letter from a Mohammedan boy to Christian boys”) a young Muslim from Sudan enthusiastically describes the lawlessness of his country, his father’s brutal disposition and his contempt for women. “Our nature loves cruelty” - explains the boy. - “It is our nature that wants to do evil.”

“Missions of Islam have been… terrible” - assure the ABC authors in another text. - “Their driving force has been furious fanaticism, their means - destruction, fire and sword.”

This highly pejorative attitude towards the non-Christian Others reaches its culmination point in the story “Jonathan, den gode juden” (“Jonathan, the good Jew”). The title character is a greedy Christian-hater, compared to the spider spinning its web around its prey. After having tricked a thoughtless Christian lady into bringing him the Host from the church, Jonathan tries to “kill” “the God of the Christian dogs.” Miraculously, the Host remains intact and the Jew is punished with a cruel death.

Still, a careful reader would also find texts of a more favourable undertone among ABC publications. In the story “En ädelmodig handling” (“A noble act”) a young hero who saves a drowning Christian turns out to be a Jew. The irony lies in the fact that nobody else wanted to help the victim for he was wrongly believed to be Jewish. “The aversion towards Jews, which one can find even among children, is wrong and vile” - emphasizes the author of the story. - “Were Jesus Christ and his apostles not the Jews?” - he asks rhetorically.

Generally, the dominant perspective of presenting the non-Christian religions was a missionary one. Missions were the focal activity of the Augustana Synod ever since it came into being. Young readers were encouraged to pray for missionaries and for those ignorant of the Christian faith. The typical motive in the stories is children giving spiritual or financial support to the Augustana missions, often at the cost of their own pleasures or even health. In return, they could read (authentic or fictionalized) testimonies of faith of the converts, like the one of a Japanese soldier who expresses his devotion to Christianity on the pages of Ungdomsvänner:

I came to the conclusion that Christianity was the religion which everybody should practice… Only if we believe in Jesus Christ, we can fulfil our duty in a right way.

Conclusions

The process of constructing the identity of a group (any group but not the least an ethnic one) certainly requires a specification of the group’s characteristics. Paradoxically though, this task seems to be equally well performed by specifying the elements which are recognized as incompatible
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with the constructed identity model. This would not be possible without the meaningful and multidimensional category of Others.

Meeting some of the Others in their everyday life, young Swedish Americans could meet them also on the pages of their favourite ABC publications. The latter encounter, as the editors intended, was to interpret, explain and, finally, shape the former. These interactions, whether competitive, cooperative or confrontational, were the starting point for teaching Swedish immigrants’ children who they were not or who they were not to become.

The principal role in this process was played by the religious Others. Augustana Lutheranism, repeating after M. Marty, was indeed “the skeleton of ethnicity” offered to the Swedish-American youth. Being a member of the Augustana Synod was presented as the one and only, real Swedish-American identity. Although some authors admitted that Augustana past “showed… mistakes, and failed hopes” no inglorious pages of the Lutheran history appeared in the publications for children. On the side of hypocrisy, violence and spiritual vanity young readers could find almost exclusively representatives of other religions and denominations.

The crucial element of this strategy was the practice of presenting Us and Them, that is good and bad patterns, always close together. As Ludwik Stomma claims, the group’s images of strangers are an antithesis, a peculiar negative of the group’s images of itself. Thus, careless Karl who denies Swedish-American Lutheranism is accompanied and rescued by a model Swedish American - God-fearing Einar. The young and foolish freethinker from “Gudsförnekaren” is counterbalanced by the godly and wise ship captain. Furthermore, unlike Roman Catholics, “educated in hatred of a different faith,” Lutherans of the troubled Reformation times are described as tolerant and respectful towards every Christian.

As indicated before, in some stories even the exterior of the characters reinforces and highlights the contrast between Us and Them. Nowhere is this clearer than in the above mentioned letter from the young Muslim to Christian boys. The Muslim expresses it through white and black colours, unmistakably associated with good and evil:

You, white boys, are altogether so different from me, both outside and inside. My skin is black and yours is white. My heart is black and yours is white.

The similar idea lies behind the story about Jonathan, the evil Jew. He lives in one of the gloomiest houses in town, willingly choosing its darkness over daylight and sunshine. Not accidently, right next to the house
there is a Christian church whose high spire stands out against the background of the white, bright skies - the view Jonathan fears and loathes.\textsuperscript{43} Such juxtapositions let the good patterns shine even more effectively and left young readers with no doubts which of the characters kept the path of righteousness and which groped in darkness. This perspective was to provide youth and children with a starting point for comparisons which could not but result in the full affirmation of their own ethno-religious group and a strong conviction of its superiority.

Some of the religious Others in the publications were not as much despised, as taken pity on. This attitude can be seen most often in the texts regarding missions. The mentioned Muslim boy from “Bref…” does not know Christianity, neither does he realize that cruelty and violence are something abominable. Therefore it is not his fault that he is evil, that he is “the Other.” Thus, young ABC readers were encouraged to do anything possible to make the Others - Us, that is to help to win them for the Lutheran Church. For becoming one of Us was, according to the Augustana, the only alternative to unhappiness and damnation. As one of the authors wrote,

\begin{quote}
We can hardly understand how greatly privileged we are; we who since our childhood may learn the word of God and hear the right evangelical teaching about Jesus. Perhaps we would value it more if we understood how gloomy it must be for those, who had not been taught about it, but instead had been given a false teaching.\textsuperscript{44}
\end{quote}

The last statement is undoubtedly the essence of the ABC authors’ attitude towards other religions and religious Others.
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The focal sources for this study are three most popular and literary advanced ABC magazines for children and youth printed between 1889 and 1920: Ungdomsvänner. Illustrerad Tidsskrift för Hemmet (The Youth’s Friend. Illustrated Periodical for Home), Nytt Bibliotek för Barn och Ungdom (New Library for Children and Youth) and Barnens Tidning (The Children’s Magazine). Additionally, the analysis includes several book titles, both Swedish and Swedish-American ones. The chosen period is considered to be the first of the two phases of the ABC activities, dominated by the Swedish-American ones.

Throughout the text “ABC” will be used interchangeably with “Augustana Book Concern.”


Next to the Catholics, the guilty ones were also “the enemies of freedom,” that is Russia, and those who in their carelessness provoked and angered the “Swedish Lion”; O Ebb, ‘Den blågula fanan’. Ungdomsvänner, 1909, p. 56.


Thomasson, 1908, p. 177.
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Before we take a look at some iconic covers, let’s set the scene. Imagine a world without instant access to every article, show, podcast, and image right in your pocket. In this world, a newsstand display might be some of the only messaging you see in a given day. That’s why art directors at the big publishing houses wasted no opportunity to grab your attention with artistic commentary on the biggest stories of the time. The provocative cover for Time Magazine in April, 1966. (Image via highsnobiety.com.) Two of the biggest players during the heyday of magazine cover art were Esquire and National Geographic. Each provided social commentary that went beyond their branding. As a result, both published many instantly recognizable covers that, to this day, are benchmarks of great cover design. American Butler can help get as close to the American dream as possible. We organize the most interesting tours and help with the relocation and adaptation in the United States. Our customers are ordinary people from different countries, and you can get to America. Contact us via the chat window or any other available method, and consider that your journey has already begun. The history of American literature can be divided into five periods: Colonial and Early National, Romantic, Realism and Naturalism, Modernist, and Contemporary. Each has its own unique characteristics, notable authors, and representative works. The first European settlers of North America wrote about their experiences starting in the 1600s. This was the earliest American literature: practical, straightforward, often derivative of literature in Great Britain, and focused on the future. In its earliest days, during the 1600s, American literature consisted mostly of practical nonfiction written by British settlers who populated the colonies that would become the United States.